The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 


Quentin Cooper : Hello,today in an accidentally David Bowie themed programme we're looking at the gene genie and how it's well and truly out of the bottle,and at life on Mars.After the Viking mission in the 1970s,the red planet was declared a dead planet.Now some astrobiologists believe they were looking for the wrong vital signs,and a new Mars probe is planned,that will scour the surface for the minutest traces of alien life.But new forms of life on Earth,well they're here already. 

"I have proposed the terms "gene" and "genotype" to be used in the science of genetics.The gene is nothing but a very applicable little word,easily combined with others." 

When the Danish geneticist Wilhelm Johanssen,coined the term "gene" ninety years ago, could he have realised just how "very applicable" and "easily combined" genes would turn out to be? We can now alter genes,with the aim of curing genetic conditions,such as Cystic Fibrosis,we can clone genes,for instance to produce human insulin in large quantities,we can effectively create new life forms by combining genes from one organism with those of another. Yes the great GM food debate,and we're only a matter of weeks away from having a first draft of the entire human genome.This is the big one,mapping all the genes in all our chromosomes,and for the last dozen years or so,scientists around the world have been collaborating in the human genome project. But given that we can already copy and transplant and alter genes,why is mapping the human genome so significant? What do we gain when all the pieces have been put together? And with genes and out genome understood and under our control,are they also under threat of being exploited commercially that may not be for the good of all.With me in the studio is Professor Mike Strathan,head of the Cancer Genome Project at the Sanger Centre,and on the line from Cambridge,is Dr Michael Morgan,Chief Executive of the Wellcome Trust Genome Campus.Even before we answer precisely what the human genome is and the interest in mapping it,I think we should establish what you've both got to do with it.Michael Morgan,you first. 

Michael Morgan : Well,primarily I have to do with it,via the Wellcome Trust,and the fact that we are funding basically the British effort.We hope that the Sanger Centre,will complete one third of the task. 

Quentin Cooper : Which brings us neatly to the Sanger Centre. 

Mike Strathan : My role is to head the Cancer Genome Project,and this is an attempt to exploit the human genome sequence,which will emerge over the next few months,and apply it in the first instance to identification of the genes in cancer,and then to other human diseases. 

Quentin Cooper : And the Sanger Centre is the only UK institution involved in this sequencing? 

Mike Strathan : The Sanger Centre is the only genome centre in the UK,and it is the centre that is going to provide us with a third or more of the human genome sequence. 

Quentin Cooper : And...and... 

Michael Morgan : Can I make the point,that this is,in fact,an international project,and besides the two dominant forces,if you like,the US and the UK,there are sequencing labs in France, Germany,Japan and China that are also involved in a collaborative programme. 

Quentin Cooper : And what you're collaborating on,is to sequence,to map,to decipher the human genome,which is? 

Mike Strathan : Well,the human genome is the full complement of the genetic material,that we inherit from our parents,and that defines all our physical traits,and this is essentially a code,which is written in four letters,an alphabet of four letters,and the whole book of life,the whole complement of this code is about 3000 million letters long.So,the sequence that we will have in a few months time,will be those 3000 million letters one after another. 

Quentin Cooper : So at the moment,if you like,we've got various words from the book of life,we just don't have much idea about sentence structure and paragraphs? 

Mike Strathan : We've got some of the words and in a few months we're going to have all of them,the full text,and those words are a bit jumbled up at the moment,and in a few months they're going to be ordered almost perfectly. 

Quentin Cooper : So that's the first stage isn't it? This is the "almost perfectly" is that good enough to be "almost perfectly",Michael Morgan? 

Michael Morgan : Well,I don't want to take issue with Mike,but I think the way I would put it,is that by spring this year,we will have what we call a "working draft" which will be a representation of about 90% of the genome,and it will be good enough to work in the short term for scientists,but in the longer term,we need a complete representation of the human genome,and finishing always takes longer,and we expect that to take another couple of years. 

Quentin Cooper : Right so,to stick with the book of life metaphor,there's a....it's got to go back to the proof readers and the sub-editors and have a few little tinkerings made to it? 

Michael Morgan : Absolutely,yeah. 

Mike Strathan : Absolutely,yeah. 

Quentin Cooper : And Michael Morgan,you present this as a sort of shining example of global cooperation,with everyone pooling their knowledge for the common good of our species,but aren't there rival efforts out there as well? 

Michael Morgan : Well there are rival efforts,but the programme supported by governments and philanthropists,such as the Wellcome Trust,take the view that,the sequence information should be put into the public domain immediately. 

Quentin Cooper : And to that extent,I think it's even being put up on the internet? 

Michael Morgan : Absolutely. [3000 million letters would need 3000 Megabytes of storage space.Presumably if you contact the HGP online you wait several hours for a web page to come up with ACTG etc ad infinitum, not a very inspiring days surfing!!! -LB] 

Mike Strathan : In addition,I think it should be said that the version of the human genome that is going to be produced by the public sector organisations is going to be a much better version than is going to come out from the private sector.It's going to be much more complete and much more of that proof reading is going to have been done. 

Quentin Cooper : But also isn't there a factor,or am I being naive here,that if you then publish what you've found on the internet,that the commercial rivals can look at that and that can help them find what they're looking for? 

Michael Morgan : Well we want to help them look...er find what they're looking for.What we're really saying is that this sequence information,the human genome blueprint if you like,is so fundamental to the future of medical research,that it needs to be made freely available to everybody,what they use it for,if they develop new drugs,then that's terrific. 

Quentin Cooper : Well it looks like one way or another,we are not far off having the complete human genome.Now Mike you're principally involved in cancer research,but what will this knowledge make....difference will it make to medicine in general? 

Mike Strathan : Well to medicine in general,there are supposed to fall the application to the vast panoply of human genetic diseases,going from quite rare diseases to really quite common genetic traits,which may predispose individuals to heart disease,to diabetes and the other common human diseases.The advent of the human genome is going to allow us to really analyse and identify the genes which are underlying,these common and rare,genetic predispositions,and by doing that,we'll have a much better idea of the way that these diseases are caused. 

Quentin Cooper : Is that all you need though? I mean if you've got the human genome,is that it,or is that just one step along the way? 

Mike Strathan : No.Having the human genome sequence is just one step along the way.It's really not a blue print,because with a blue print an architect should be able to visualise what the building looks like.The human genome is more a catalogue of the building blocks,which are there and which are necessary to build the machinery of the body.What we have to do then with this "catalogue",is to work out which building blocks are used in which cells,at which time during development,and how will these building blocks interact with each other,to give this beautiful working machine that we call the human body. [Whilst the physiological body itself is known to be a set of semi-autonmous sub-systems I resent the metaphor of a human being with a machine.They are distinctly different.The analogy is indicative of a reductionist mentality that biologists such as Steven Rose at the OU think do an injustice or disservice to what we are as people -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : But the idea is you get to work out what's going on at a cellular level,what the processes are,and once you begin to understand if you like,what's "normal" about us,we can understand how to deal with what's "deviant",when the genes go wild. [That seems to be the crux of what bothers people,the fact that dwarfs who maybe perceived as "deviant" or anyone else who is not "normal" maybe eradicated.What is normal is a value judgement to a certain extent,even if there are certain biological bases for CF and cancer.It's also possible that genes may code for a multiplicity of interrelated factors,and so a wild unruly person may also be intelligent and getting rid of "criminal" behaviour may also eradicate creativity. Criminality itself is a social judgement of behaviour it does not exist as a thing in a gene,at least it shouldn't in principle.But the essence of the HGP is to help in fighting disease.It's perhaps worth noting that PC types do not like the terms "normal" and "deviant", but in biological terms they do exist-LB] 

Mike Strathan : Absolutely,we'll see which bits of it are expressed in particular cells,which bits are expressed in other cells,and then we'll be able to compare that with diseased tissues and see how those deviate from the normal. 

Quentin Cooper : Are we expecting,if you like,a refinement in our current medical procedures or is there going to be some kind of revolution taking place,when we have access to this information? 

Michael Morgan : I think one of the...one of the...if I can come in here,I think one of the earliest products of the human genome is going to be the variation in the sequence of our genes that if you like,characterises each one of us.Most of our DNA is identical,but there are tiny changes about one in every thousand of these three billion chemicals is different in individuals,and the sum of that,about 3 million differences,we believe adds up to the differences between individuals.Now those differences are very important,because they probably define which diseases we're susceptible to,and how we respond to drugs.So medicine is probably going to be affected quite soon,by becoming a more personalised medicine.Your doctor will be able to prescribe drugs much more towards your individual genetic make up than,sort of the "average" genetic make up. 

Quentin Cooper : But these differences are all well and good,while we celebrate them,but what about where,in different cultures,or different ages,or different natures,where we see these differences as somehow being detrimental and we want to change towards some kind of "norm" that will now be within our powers will it not? 

Michael Morgan : Well,what's very interesting,the more we find out about the human genome, is the more we have to realise how,in fact,closely related all individuals are,and the differences between us are much smaller than the similarities.So I actually think it will actually bring people closer together,as we begin to understand that,rather than push us apart. [I doubt that the Ku Klux Klan will relish the idea that they are very much the same as "black" people,not even genetics will overcome such irrational prejudice -LB] But you're right,it does give the opportunity for discrimination.Discrimination for example with respect to medical health,and other forms of insurance.So there will need to be an appropriate regulatory framework. 

Quentin Cooper : So Mike,in your particular area of cancer research,what are the breakthroughs,you're not just hoping for,but expecting? 

Mike Strathan : Well all cancer really is a disease of DNA and of genetic material.So during the course of a life time,all the DNA in the cells of our bodies gets exposed to chemicals,to virus,to radiation and just to mistakes in the replication of the DNA. [In other words it is "natural" nature "making a mistake" and the "deviance" that causes problems has to be "normalised",which requires man's intervention -LB] And when those changes in the DNA sequence occur in the correct set of genes,in a particular cell,that one cell,starts to divide abnormally,it starts to move out of the correct position in its tissues elsewhere and it starts to spread.In other words it acquires the behaviour of a cancer cell,and that behaviour is directly due to those abnormalities in the DNA sequence that cell has acquired.So,by having the full,normal human genome sequence available to us, [I hope the genome is not from "Angry of Tunbridge Wells"! Presumably the DNA is from many disparate cells,and one wonders in what sense it is "normal" if any contributor carries a gene that codes fro some unknown predisposition or a minor complaint that the contributor has not noticed -LB] within the next year or two,what we aim to do,is to compare the DNA sequence within cancer cells,with the normal DNA sequence.Doing that,we'll be able to identify where the cancer cell sequence differs from the normal,and where it differs,it will be within those genes which are driving those cancer cells to behave abnormally. [This is the simplistic genetic determinism that seems to misunderstand that cellular systems are dynamic structures that live in an environment.It maybe an interactivity of an "abnormal" gene with a "normal" one that causes cancer.How do you show cause and effect? By removing the suspect genes? How do we know that doing so won't create another problem,because those genes also code for a benefit or required process as well? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Right,so stage one is to work out what's odd,stage two is to work out what's normal,stage three is to work out what transformation takes place,and stage four is to try and see if you can do something to compensate for that transformation? 

Mike Strathan : Well that's absolutely right.Once we know which of the genes are abnormal,we can work out how they disrupt the normal machinery of the cell,to cause the cell to behave like a cancer cell,and then what we aim to do is to design our new therapeutic strategies,our new drugs around those abnormal bits of machinery,to try and revert them back to look more like the normal,and when we do that,we would expect the cancer cell,also to revert back to behave more normally. 

Quentin Cooper : And does having the human genome mapped make that slightly less of a fantasy or a distinct probability? 

Mike Strathan : No,having the availability of the human genome transforms our ability to look for cancer type genes,because previously we only could have like a keyhole vision on what was available to us,on what the genes were that were going to become abnormal.Now that we have them all there,ordered in this beautiful way,we will be able much more to systematically to search through them,for all those very fine,very subtle abnormalities that are causing the cancer cells to behave in their way. 

Quentin Cooper : Would you care to venture when we might actually begin to be...see cancer receding? To make progress against it in a significant way? 

Mike Strathan : Well I think that within 30-50 years,it would astonish me,if we had not made very major advances in the treatment of cancer,based upon our understanding of the genomes of cancer cells. 

Quentin Cooper : Michael Morgan,this is going change what we consider to be terminal diseases,it's going to change what we consider to be insoluble problems,isn't it also going to change the nature of medicine? Is it going to make it much more of an information science,because this is going to yield so much quantities of data to be analysed? 

Michael Morgan : Yes,the problem facing us now,is that the amount of information coming out of this and related projects,means that really very sophisticated bio-informatic systems have to be put in place.This is why companies like IBM,and COMPAQ are now actually taking an interest in biology,in a way that they haven't done before now. 

Quentin Cooper : Amid all this amounts of data being generated,Mike,aren't....isn't there the possibility that we're going to learn some things about ourselves,our nature...how we actually think and behave that we might not be comfortable with? 

Mike Strathan : Well,I don't think we should be scared,of what we're going to be finding out. Undoubtedly,we are going to find out quite a lot about what makes us human,I mean we can....we are going to be able to compare our genome sequence and therefore our building blocks,with those of closely related apes,with whom we have major differences in the way that we behave in everything we see around us,and we know that the number of sequence differences between ourselves and the apes is actually relatively trivial,a percent or two of the whole genome,and so by looking at that in detail,we may find out quite deep truths, possibly about the nature of humanity. 

Quentin Cooper : Can we handle that? [If we're grown up,mature,not scared,and pessimistic and emotionally hyper or believing superstitious myths and fantasies and face up to the responsibility instead of burying heads in sand and rejecting progress,merely because it faces us with problems,that would have existed in another form,anyway,then yes -LB] I ask you both that question. 

Michael Morgan : Well I'm a great believer in "ignorance not being bliss" .I'd rather face the future fully informed or as best informed as I can be,rather than,if you like saying,"I don't want to know about this,let's stop doing the work". 

Quentin Cooper : But somebody who is somewhat more ignorant than you,might be....prefer that blissful state. 

Mike Strathan : I don't think so.We've been through this once before,about a century ago.Darwin proposed that humans evolved from apes.Now that was an enormous transformation in the way humanity saw itself,as opposed to being created by...directly by God,and it caused a lot of controversy,and a lot of heart searching,but humanity came through it,and it came through it in a civilised way. [Some of us did,others still believe in myths and yearn to get rid of the notion that we evolved.What is so reprehensible about the notion that apes and us are similar? It means we ought to care for them more if anything,in the same way that the suggestion was made here that human genetic similarity would bring us together.I don't think the trial of Bertram Cates was very civilised -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Michael? 

Michael Morgan : No I think that's...I think Mike's put it very well indeed.I think at the end of the day,we are at the threshold of a revolution,in biology,and information technology,and they go hand in hand,we wouldn't be able to be doing the HGP,and sequencing the genomes of other creatures,we wouldn't be able to record the information,we wouldn't be able to access the information,we wouldn't be able to analyse the information.So these two revolutions are going on together,but the information will be accessible over the internet.People will actually for the first time,really be able to participate,and they will be able to really take control of their destiny in a way that they haven't been able to do before,and it's the fact that it's open,is not secret,is not done behind doors,is done in a democratic framework,I think is immensely important and gives me great hope for the future. 

Quentin Cooper : But what about if some of these rival organisations,that are also attempting to sequence the human genome,do succeed,not only in finding sequences,but also in patenting them,won't that hamper your revolution,Michael? 

Michael Morgan : Well,it might,and that is why we are...we have said in the past,and we still have the intent,that if there are situations where patents are taken on human genome sequence, [You can't invent something that already exists,you can only patent a novel design or process -LB],such that they then impede research,we will investigate the possibility of taking those patents to court and challenging their validity. 

Quentin Cooper : Dr Michael Morgan and Professor Mike Strathan,many thanks.



